
Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Announcements Issue DEV-1794 Addressed an issue with voice messages being cut when they reach the voice mail of the resident. 

This issue occurred in certain situations where the voice mail greeting of the end user is long and the 

system wouldn’t properly detect the end of the message. 

Improvement PR-668 Added the ability to send voice and text messages using a local number assigned to the workspace. 

Previously residents from USA workspaces would receive messages from CCC Toronto phone 

number. With the introduction of Local phone number sending option, users will receive text or voice 

messages from phone numbers that are specific to their region.

Amenity Booking Issue DEV- 1762 Addressed an issue with Amenity booking create page. A new validation has been added to the 

create page when booking is created for "New resident not in the system". Users will now need to 

select the phone type and enter a valid phone number in order to proceed further.

Issue DEV- 1763 Addressed an issue with Amenity booking automatic confirmation setting. This issue occurred for 

bookings done on behalf of a resident by the staff. Earlier bookings would require extra confirmation 

steps when staff booked on behalf of the resident. Now the bookings will be automatically approved. 

Condo Manager Issue DEV- 1785 Addressed an issue with CCC - Condo Manager Sync for 2nd owner's phone number in a unit. This 

issue impacted few users where the phone number of the 2nd owner in the unit would be replaced by 

the phone number of the 1st owner. This issue is now resolved.

Electronic Consent for legal 

documents

Issue DEV-1791 Addressed an issue with Electronic consent email sending option on the setup page. When 

administrators sent bulk emails to residents requesting consent for electronic delivery of legal 

documents, emails were sent to users who already consented. This issue is now resolved. Only 

users who haven't consented will receive the email.

Issue DEV-1807 Addressed an issue with Electronic consent email sending option on the setup page. When 

administrators sent bulk emails to residents requesting consent for electronic delivery of legal 

document, Emails were sent to users who were also deactivated. This issue is now resolved.

Discussion Forum & Classified 

Ads

Issue PR-697 Discussion forum and classified ads features have been updated based on the feedback we have 

received from various users. As part of the overhaul, we have updated the user interface and also 

introduced features like Pin a post, improved "reply to a post" functionality and "quote a post". 

Administrators now have the ability to add Terms and conditions on the discussion forum and 

classified ads "create new" page. We have also added the option to have an introductory text 

functionality similar to service request introduction message.  Minor updates have been made to 

moderation emails approval process.

Condo Control Central

The following changes were released to the live system on October 19, 2017.  Please review the release notes below carefully as some changes impact the way the 

system works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, option 2, or email us at 

contact@condocontrolcentral.com.

October 19, 2017 Release Notes
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Condo Control Central

The following changes were released to the live system on October 19, 2017.  Please review the release notes below carefully as some changes impact the way the 

system works. If you have any questions or need clarification on any of the changes, please contact support at 416-961-7884, option 2, or email us at 

contact@condocontrolcentral.com.

October 19, 2017 Release Notes

Proxy Issue DEV-1793 Addressed an issue with Proxy introduction email not being sent to certain users. This issue occurred 

when the scheduled initial email was not sent to some users and instead the reminder emails were 

sent. This issue is now resolved.

Security and Concierge Issue DEV-1643 Addressed an issue with incident update email showing the "Creator" of the incident report as the last 

updated person. 

Issue DEV -1750 Addressed an issue with Key checkout > View complete keylist page. This issue occurred for a few 

users within a workspace where the list of keys in the workspace was long, this lead to slow page 

load. 

Improvement PR-679 Added the ability to track Visitor Type on the visitor parking page.We have received requests from 

multiple users to introduce the visitor type tracking. By Default, users will be able to select Visitor or 

Contractors. Administrators can also add new visitor types on the setup page> Security and 

Concierge > Visitor Parking> Visitor Type.

Status Certificate Improvement PR-695 Added the ability to have multiple delivery options with different price options during the status 

certificate order process. Administrators can reach our support team to add new delivery options for 

the status certificate feature.

Unit File Issue DEV-1790 Added the ability to track Lease Amount on CCC. Now administrators can add lease amount details 

into the system by clicking on the Unit file> Unit> Lease details > Add lease amount. Reporting for 

lease details has also been updated to track lease amount.
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